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  December 11, 2012 

Journey to Allah  - knowing about Al Wakeel

Revision: 

Meaning of Al Wakeel in the language: 

you rely/depend on + someone who you 

you trust. 

Only Allah  has all of these attributes. His Wakala is of two 

types:  general for everyone and 

 

  - the general Wakala 

anyone asking ( ), Allah

has taken charge of us and all our affairs without us 

asking Him for it – this is the general Wakala 

everyone. Allah  forced Himself over everyone to be 

Wakeel (

because we do not know so Allah

 

 

knowing about Al Wakeel 

Meaning of Al Wakeel in the language: Wakala -   someone 

on + someone who you flee to + someone 

has all of these attributes. His Wakala is of two 

general for everyone and  special. 

the general Wakala comes without 

), Allah  is the One who 

has taken charge of us and all our affairs without us 

this is the general Wakala – for 

forced Himself over everyone to be 

) without asking us about it 

know so Allah  did not ask us. 
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When we know that Allah  

important things in our life like He is the One who controls 

the sun and the moon, day and the night, these are the biggest 

affairs. Allah  took charge of our guidance, all the affairs 

of our life then how could we not trust Allah

will all our affairs. Why don’t we trust Allah

and minute affairs – when we compare the affairs of the universe with that o

realize that our affairs are nothing as compared to the universe and then how could we not trust 

Allah  for our affairs? We feel stressed with our affairs and our incapability of fulfilling our 

duties because we don’t entrust Allah

something tangible – the mistakes which Bani Israel did, they wanted to see a cow, they 

wanted to see Allah , they wanted to plant their own food 

 for their affairs and that was 

 

When we rely on Allah  and give Him 

all our affairs and trust Him for managing 

our affairs then what are the effects on our 

life of this trust? 

�  - it will make easy our 

way to the ease – it is nothing as compared to the 

easy for us to reach the level of ease 

 is taking care of the most 

important things in our life like He is the One who controls 

the moon, day and the night, these are the biggest 

took charge of our guidance, all the affairs 

life then how could we not trust Allah  for small things in our life and entrust Him 

Why don’t we trust Allah  to guide our children – 

when we compare the affairs of the universe with that o

realize that our affairs are nothing as compared to the universe and then how could we not trust 

We feel stressed with our affairs and our incapability of fulfilling our 

duties because we don’t entrust Allah  with our affairs. Human beings want to see 

the mistakes which Bani Israel did, they wanted to see a cow, they 

, they wanted to plant their own food – so they were 

for their affairs and that was the reason that they went astray. 

and give Him 

trust Him for managing 

our affairs then what are the effects on our 

it will make easy our 

it is nothing as compared to the big affairs of Allah

easy for us to reach the level of ease – this is when we trust and make Tawakkul Allah
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for small things in our life and entrust Him 

 take care of our small 

when we compare the affairs of the universe with that of ours then we 

realize that our affairs are nothing as compared to the universe and then how could we not trust 

We feel stressed with our affairs and our incapability of fulfilling our 

with our affairs. Human beings want to see 

the mistakes which Bani Israel did, they wanted to see a cow, they 

so they were not trusting Allah

 and He will make it 

this is when we trust and make Tawakkul Allah . 
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�  Tawakkul is in the heart; outside the mutawakkileen take all the means 

but inside their heart there is zero value of these means and they rely completely on Allah  

for disposing off their affairs and they are at peace in their heart because they know that Allah

 is the best disposer of the affairs. Prophet Muhammad  used all the means in the hijrah 

but in his heart he was relying on Allah  and he was at peace.  

� That actually is the test – the body works but the heart should be 

protected from distraction – wa kafa billahi Wakeela. When the believe touches our heart then 

our heart will not turn to anyone else other than Allah  because we know that Allah  is 

sufficient for us. When we know about Allah’s perfection and how His attributes are then there 

will be no place for anything other than Allah .  

 

 Even in Tawakkul we need to have Tawheed – Oneness of Allah . 

We need to take Allah  Wakeel over all our affairs – only Allah  and no one else able to 

dispose off our affairs – all the affairs of my life and in my heart we are making Tawheed in 

Wakeela. Outside we are using means but in the heart I am taking Allah  as my Only 

Wakeel – it is only in the heart. 

If we are afraid of any external matters then our heart should flee to Allah  and instead of 

any human being – father, husband, friend – we should only trust and rely on Allah  for 

removing the fear from us.  

What negates Tawheed in Wakala? 

� Experience: rely on Allah  irrespective of our own 

experiences - always take every situation as new; even if we have 10 children we should take 
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the 11
th
 as the new case and should never rely on our experience. All of our life we pray and 

recite Quran but we should always take every time as first time and never rely on our previous 

experience. Experience is a test for our tawakkul – things in which we have experience we are 

very easily inclined towards relying on our experience – this should be avoided and we should 

guard our hearts from distracting to any other thing other than Allah . Experience is a 

ni’ama from Allah  but it should not negate our tawakkul on Allah . 

 

In our life we go through three different 

types of tests: 

�  if any harm touched us, 

anything little, the test is whether we are 

pleased with Allah  or not or we start 

blaming people and things around us to the 

extent of cursing sometimes for e.g. if we 

banged on the glass door in the mall then instead of taking it as a test we start accusing the mall 

management for putting that door at the entrance. 

�  If there is any harm then no one can avert the harm except Allah . 

The body can run away but the heart should run to Allah . It is enough for people to have 

the attention of our limbs but our heart should only be for Allah , Allah  wants our heart 

so our heart should flee to Allah . 

�  If any good befalls us then we should attribute it to Allah  instead of 

taking the credit to ourselves and self-praising our abilities. For e.g. anything good (gift) comes 

to us then we should not think that I deserve it or I am very good to people or the people are 
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good that is why good things are coming my way 

should be attributed to Allah

goodness so for every test our heart should go to Allah

 

How to deal with Al Wakeel? 

We need to go to the Quran – what are the 

places whether Al Wakeel has been 

mentioned. 

�  Clear enemies

our clear enemy? Shaitân; nobody can avert it from us except Al Wakeel. We cannot handle 

and deal with shaitân; we cannot curse him, cannot be worse than him to defeat him; cannot 

use bad words for him except using tauooz.

Allah. There are different shayateen ruining our life 

before eating, drinking, sleeping 

destroy our deeds. No one can protect us from their fitnah except the protection of Allah

There are supplications for everything which have come to us through our Prophet

guard us from the evil of shaitân

shaitân plot. Don’t blame always the shaitân for everything, have tawakkul on Allah

not say that I will avert the devil by my own deeds but rely on Allah

enemy. We also have human enemies, for them also and for every clear enemy the only way to 

be protected from them is the reliance and trust on Allah’s protection and tawakkul.

good that is why good things are coming my way – this is against tawakkul 

 - He is the Provider, the Bestower, the Sustainer, full of 

goodness so for every test our heart should go to Allah . 

 

what are the 

places whether Al Wakeel has been 

ies – who is 

; nobody can avert it from us except Al Wakeel. We cannot handle 

; we cannot curse him, cannot be worse than him to defeat him; cannot 

d words for him except using tauooz. To defeat this clear enemy we need Tawakkul 

Allah. There are different shayateen ruining our life – outside the house, inside the house, 

before eating, drinking, sleeping – any acts we do there are shayateen to accompan

destroy our deeds. No one can protect us from their fitnah except the protection of Allah

There are supplications for everything which have come to us through our Prophet

shaitân. The more tawakkul we have on Allah

shaitân plot. Don’t blame always the shaitân for everything, have tawakkul on Allah

not say that I will avert the devil by my own deeds but rely on Allah  

ve human enemies, for them also and for every clear enemy the only way to 

be protected from them is the reliance and trust on Allah’s protection and tawakkul.
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against tawakkul – anything good 

He is the Provider, the Bestower, the Sustainer, full of 

; nobody can avert it from us except Al Wakeel. We cannot handle 

; we cannot curse him, cannot be worse than him to defeat him; cannot 

To defeat this clear enemy we need Tawakkul 

outside the house, inside the house, 

any acts we do there are shayateen to accompany us and 

destroy our deeds. No one can protect us from their fitnah except the protection of Allah . 

There are supplications for everything which have come to us through our Prophet which 

The more tawakkul we have on Allah  the weaker the 

shaitân plot. Don’t blame always the shaitân for everything, have tawakkul on Allah  and do 

 for averting this clear 

ve human enemies, for them also and for every clear enemy the only way to 

be protected from them is the reliance and trust on Allah’s protection and tawakkul. 
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�  Hidden enemies – which I don’t know about them- sometimes people close 

to us can be our enemies and can plot against us. For dealing with them as well we need to rely 

on Allah  in such a manner that our heart should feel relaxed and fearless of all the enemies 

whether clear or hidden. If we don’t have tawakkul on Allah  then we will be afraid of 

everyone and everything. 

�  Our wishes and desires – people have different superstition 

about wishes; for e.g. linking eye lashes with the wishes. Allah  has made wishes for us to 

have Tawakkul on Allah  SubhanAllah, to draw closer to Allah ; to realize how 

important Allah  wakalat is for our life and sustenance. Everybody has wishes because the 

life is not perfect but Allah  is capable of fulfilling all our wishes but these wishes can be 

used as means to have more reliance on Allah . Allah  loves us to make dua even though 

Allah  is most rich so use these wishes as a bridge to have complete reliance on Allah  

and be one of those who will go to paradise without any reckoning because of their reliance on 

Allah . 

�  Our worries – we have worries all the time about our children, 

job, house – why make life shorter and full of stress because of these worries. Hand over all the 

worries of this duniya as well as akhira to Allah  and be relaxed and peaceful because we 

are not capable of doing anything or removing any worries from our life, the Only Wakeel is 

Allah  so the easy way is to rely completely on Allah , but it does not mean not taking 

the means or doing any efforts. Take the means and do the efforts by limbs but the heart should 

always be attached to Allah  with complete reliance on Him. 
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  Sicknesses  

 

� First Sickness: 

worries – it is from the shaitân 

us worry, he puts in our heart and mind bad about 

everything, making life miserable, we start thinking bad 

about Allah , making us sad (

we are having anxiety and worried then we cannot 

concentrate on our ibadah, not concentrating on good 

deeds, our job is to do good deeds and then go to 

paradise. The worries and their anxiety put by shaitân 

keeps us away from reaching this goal. The solution is 

to flee to Allah  and the name Al Wakeel make our 

life focused because when we flee to Allah

all the people around us and strong reliance on Allah

 and keep holding the reliance firm then Allah

His slaves who are relying on Him and are not 

depending on anyone or anything else.

� Second Sickness: 

be either fake ( ) or real

Fake illusion is something in your mind; anything 

new ( ) like new job, new commitment, 

 anxiety – too much 

 ( ), who makes 

us worry, he puts in our heart and mind bad about 

miserable, we start thinking bad 

( ) and when 

we are having anxiety and worried then we cannot 

concentrate on our ibadah, not concentrating on good 

deeds, our job is to do good deeds and then go to 

their anxiety put by shaitân 

keeps us away from reaching this goal. The solution is 

and the name Al Wakeel make our 

life focused because when we flee to Allah  leaving 

all the people around us and strong reliance on Allah

g the reliance firm then Allah  is pleased and He showers His mercy on 

His slaves who are relying on Him and are not 

depending on anyone or anything else. 

 Illusion – it can 

) or real ( ). 

your mind; anything 

) like new job, new commitment, 
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is pleased and He showers His mercy on 
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and you think you cannot do it or your past experience (

which you fear that you will not be able to do it.

ourselves that every situation is new and we need not to have any fears or illusion of the past or 

the future whether something new or experienced which we have went through before but 

should not have illusion that past will repeat itself in a similar manner.

 

How do deal 

illusions: 

 

With all types of fear whether real or fake we 

need to deal with them with reliance on Allah

. While in such a situation we need to 

paralyze our minds (

still where it stops thinking about anything else other than Allah

no situation, no past experiences 

and nothing should come to our mind except Allah

� Third Sickness: 

different from person to person (

compare one situation with another. It suits us according to our 

personality and situation (

because it suits her in order for her to overcome it, somebody is 

forgetful and this imperfection suits her situation and our imperfections are a way to elevate 

our ranks and help us reach the goal of paradise through our cracks. Success is when we go to 

and you think you cannot do it or your past experience ( ) was bitter because of 

which you fear that you will not be able to do it. All of it is illusion, we always need to remind 

ry situation is new and we need not to have any fears or illusion of the past or 

er something new or experienced which we have went through before but 

should not have illusion that past will repeat itself in a similar manner. 

How do deal with these 

With all types of fear whether real or fake we 

need to deal with them with reliance on Allah

While in such a situation we need to 

) and make it 

still where it stops thinking about anything else other than Allah  (

no situation, no past experiences – at that moment pray Allah  to guide us (

nothing should come to our mind except Allah . 

 cracks in my life- 

different from person to person ( ), cannot 

compare one situation with another. It suits us according to our 

) for e.g. somebody impatient 

because it suits her in order for her to overcome it, somebody is 

this imperfection suits her situation and our imperfections are a way to elevate 

p us reach the goal of paradise through our cracks. Success is when we go to 
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) was bitter because of 

All of it is illusion, we always need to remind 

ry situation is new and we need not to have any fears or illusion of the past or 

er something new or experienced which we have went through before but 

), no names, 

to guide us ( ) 

this imperfection suits her situation and our imperfections are a way to elevate 

p us reach the goal of paradise through our cracks. Success is when we go to 
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paradise and the real win is to go to Firdaus

Aala, through our imperfection we

elevated to the highest rank (

When we have imperfection and then we make 

tawakkul on Allah  then we get elevated. 

This also nurtures us not to judge 

) anyone and any situation, 

we don’t know what the reality of a person or situation is

behaving like this. Everybody’s cracks we need to deal ourselves, we don’t need to discuss, 

this is what Allah  has decreed and we need to have reliance so don’t judge anyone.

 Types of cracks:

�  Apparent: these 

easy to identify; they are clear 

and then we make tawakkul. Sometimes 

things are clear but still we do not make 

tawakkul. For e.g. if somebody is impatient 

it shows clearly in her behavior but then 

she tries to remove her imperfection, 

tries and puts her reliance on Allah

her ranks will increase even if she does not reach to her target.

�  Hidden: for these cracks we really need to do tawakkul on Allah

to detect these hidden cracks? Through nurturing; Allah

then we realize the bitterness of the situation and our cracks.

paradise and the real win is to go to Firdaus-e-

mperfection we can get 

). 

When we have imperfection and then we make 

then we get elevated. 

This also nurtures us not to judge (

anyone and any situation, 

we don’t know what the reality of a person or situation is and we judge why he is like that or 

Everybody’s cracks we need to deal ourselves, we don’t need to discuss, 

has decreed and we need to have reliance so don’t judge anyone.

Types of cracks: 

these cracks are 

; they are clear problems 

and then we make tawakkul. Sometimes 

are clear but still we do not make 

tawakkul. For e.g. if somebody is impatient 

it shows clearly in her behavior but then 

she tries to remove her imperfection, she 

tries and puts her reliance on Allah  then 

even if she does not reach to her target. 

for these cracks we really need to do tawakkul on Allah

to detect these hidden cracks? Through nurturing; Allah  puts us in a similar situation and 

then we realize the bitterness of the situation and our cracks. A blessing of Allah
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and we judge why he is like that or 

Everybody’s cracks we need to deal ourselves, we don’t need to discuss, 

has decreed and we need to have reliance so don’t judge anyone.  

for these cracks we really need to do tawakkul on Allah . How 

puts us in a similar situation and 

A blessing of Allah  is that 
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most of our cracks are hidden from other people

( ) and hidden from others.

be really de-motivated and will feel lowly but Allah at a time, out of His nurturing will show us 

one of our cracks so don’t ignore them and don’t 

 How to overcome the cracks, whether clear or 

hidden? 

Have tawakkul on Allah

 

How to overcome the cracks quickly?

Increase faith ( ) and increase in reliance on 

Allah  till it expedite the removal of the cracks (

elevated quickly so increasing the faith is the answer to quickly repairing the cracks. 

How to increase the faith?

The more you increase your faith, the more your nurturing increase

and then tawakkul will increase, so all these go 

nurturing and the more the tawakkul

someone with weak faith because he migh

and reform us and show us our cracks according to

 

 

most of our cracks are hidden from other people ( ); hidden from ourselves 

and hidden from others. If we know all our cracks at the same time then we will 

motivated and will feel lowly but Allah at a time, out of His nurturing will show us 

one of our cracks so don’t ignore them and don’t give excuse to yourself. 

How to overcome the cracks, whether clear or 

tawakkul on Allah  

How to overcome the cracks quickly? 

) and increase in reliance on 

till it expedite the removal of the cracks (

elevated quickly so increasing the faith is the answer to quickly repairing the cracks. 

How to increase the faith? 

The more you increase your faith, the more your nurturing increases (

and then tawakkul will increase, so all these go together; the more the faith the more the 

nurturing and the more the tawakkul ( ). Because Allah

someone with weak faith because he might turn back because of the test, Allah

and reform us and show us our cracks according to the level of our faith. 
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; hidden from ourselves                    

s at the same time then we will 

motivated and will feel lowly but Allah at a time, out of His nurturing will show us 

 

) so that I am 

elevated quickly so increasing the faith is the answer to quickly repairing the cracks.  

( ) 

together; the more the faith the more the 

Because Allah  will not nurture 

t turn back because of the test, Allah  will nurture 
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How to go to success? Means to succeed: 

�  Know about Allah   

�  Increase in remembrance; our tongues should always be moist with the 

remembrance of Allah , always remember Allah  by yourself, with people, in every 

situation, in every position; the more we remember Allah  the more our faith increases and 

the more the faith the more the tawakkul and it will lead us to the success. So the whole idea of 

tawakkul is success. 

� Worship: do not underestimate any good deeds no matter how small it is 

because it will increase your faith. 

�  Do not underestimate your sins: never take any sins as small or 

neglect any sins as we don’t know which sins are heavier in our scale and take us away from 

success. 

 

 

 

We ask Allah  for His forgiveness and Mercy. Anything that is good from these notes is from Allah .  Any 

mistakes & misrepresentations are my own. I ask Allah  for His acceptance of all our good deeds and 

forgiveness of our sins Ameen. 


